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Medical professionals at this nationally 
recognized children’s hospital system see, 
treat, and heal more children than any other 
hospital within a seven-state radius. Its 
main facility is the cornerstone of a growing 
system of pediatric healthcare services that 
are ranked first in gastroenterology and GI 
surgery.

Taking Back Time
This children’s hospital is continually looking for 

ways to expand its award-winning pediatric care 

services. That has meant opening new locations 

and expanding existing ones to accommodate 

more patients and medical specialists. 

Over the years, that growth came with increase in 

the number of facility and maintenance requests 

– nearly 6,000 a month today. Before 2008, work

orders were managed on paper or with an archaic

computer system. That cost administrative time

and fragmented communication with facilities

teams.

In 2008, the hospital implemented Archibus 

v15. The impact was immediate. Facilities could 

update work order on location and maintenance 

professionals were not tied to desks filling out 

paper forms. 

“The quantity of work orders has increased. 

There is not a manager delving out work. The 

process runs, everyone has their own preventive 

maintenance (PM) orders,” said the hospital’s 

Systems Administrator. “That has been good 

because we do risk assessments on our 

equipment. All of that goes into the system and 

preventative maintenance is a direct result.” 

5,000
Full-Time Employees

~5,700
Monthly Work Orders

500
Beds

16
Properties

Facility Facts

“Though the quantity of work orders has 

increased, we don't need a manager to 

delve out the work. The process runs 

smoothly in that risk assessments on 

equipment goes into the system and 

preventative maintenance is a direct 

result.”

—Children’s Hospital Systems Administrator
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Efficiency Through Self-
Management
Last year, the hospital upgraded to Archibus v24 

and continues to enjoy the benefits of automated 

work orders plus a mobile app that funnels service 

calls from a control center. Facility management 

teams now receive and assess work order real-

time. The Archibus work assignment module 

removes manager review from the process, 

allowing teams to self-manage work requests. 

“The team likes the mobile app. It has been helpful 

in the fact that the team isn't going back and forth 

to their laptops,” the system administrator said. 

“They can just update the work order right there, 

and out on the field.” 

Next up is expanding Archibus Space 

Management to help set room capacity limits, 

among other functions. The module is being used 

by system administrators to import architectural 

room codes against employee use data. Along 

with facility square footage, Archibus will 

generate more thorough reports on how 

employees are utilizing space. 

Challenges
· Paper-based work order process

· Lost administrative time

· Communication with field teams

Archibus Applications
· Maintenance

· Space Management

· Move Management

· Mobile Framework

Results
· More efficient space planning

· Ability to monitor and leverage trends

· Discovery of problem areas

· Efficient scheduling for preventative
maintenance

· Web-based work request

· PM assignment (absent managerial
oversight)
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Archibus is the global leader for managing facilities, 
infrastructure, and real estate. Our industry leading IWMS 
provides organizations the ability to gain full insights into their 
built-environments to reduce costs, optimize operations, and 
elevate their employee experiences. Our solutions are designed 
to offer enterprise-level asset management, reporting, data 
and infrastructure management in a single system.

For More Information Visit Archibus.com

“The team likes the mobile app because it means they can update work orders in the field.”

—Children’s Hospital Systems Administrator




